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Pro Resin Surfacing resin bound paving is fully guaranteed for 6 years from 
the date of installation against: DEFECTS IN WORKMANSHIP 

PRODUCTS USED ARE COVERED UNDER THE TERMS OF THE MANUFACTURER. THE RESINBOUND 

UVR PRO WE USE HAS AN EXPECTED LIFESPAN OF 15 YEARS 

 

The guarantee is subject to the following conditions: 

 Project warranties come into effect upon receipt of all outstanding payments being 
received. The warranty date will commence from the date of install completion and 
upon final payment. In the event that any part of any payment is withheld, Pro Resin 
Surfacing Ltd reserves the right to withhold any warranty offered.  
Once legal proceedings have commenced to recover any outstanding debt no 
warranty will be issued. Pro Resin Surfacing Ltd reserves the right to cancel any 
warranty without prior notice.  

 After 7 days your installation is deemed satisfactory. 
 In the event of any deterioration, the owner must give written notice to the installer 

(Pro Resin Surfacing Ltd) within thirty (30) days of the deterioration. By so notifying 
the installer, the owner authorises the installer or its designee to inspect the 
installation to determine the cause of same. In the event that the installer 
reasonably determines that deterioration was caused by a defect in the actual Resin 
Bound material, manufacturing of the Resin Bound material or aggregate the 
installers liability shall be limited to the labour and costs to repair the deterioration 
only and will NOT cover any cost of replacement materials. 



 

 

 This guarantee covers the resin bound surface for reasonable domestic use only but 
regrettably it does not cover damage caused by accident, subsidence, neglect/lack of 
maintenance, damage caused by impact or staining caused by any substance. 

 This Guarantee cannot cover a resin bound surface if it has been over laid on a 
surface which was not installed by Pro Resin Surfacing Ltd. (ie an existing base or a 
base that the customer had someone else install). 

  The Resin surface only being used for its specified application. 
 To the extent that any damages are due to acts of God, natural disasters (including, 

but not limited to,) winds, hurricanes, lightning, tornadoes and earthquakes, 
negligence, abuse, vandalism, repairs or alterations or attachments to the project, or 
war or civil disobedience and/or do not directly arise from any defect in material or 
manufacturing workmanship, such damages are excluded from coverage under this 
warranty. 

 The aggregates used are a natural product and slight changes in colour may occur 
and cannot be avoided. in some cases, the colour of the resin bound surface may 
fade through general wear. 

 Pro Resin Surfacing shall do their utmost to make good any remedial work to the 
resin bound surface, but no assurance can be given that an exact recreation may be 
achieved as it is a natural product colour may vary and repairs will seldom be 
invisible. 

 The advice in our ‘After Care and Maintenance’ section must be followed. Poor 
maintenance and not following the after instructions invalidates any warranty. The 
care and maintenance guidelines are found at the end of this document, and it is the 
customer’s responsibility to ensure they fully read and adhere to these guidelines. 

 No warranty will be discussed, verified or undertaken by any third party e.g. 
homeowner who has instructed a contractor who has in turn sub contracted to Pro 
Resin Surfacing if there are outstanding payments from the main contractor. 

 Any claims made against the warranty must be made in writing and photographic 
evidence of any default must be supplied and is subject to confirmation in writing by 
Pro Resin Surfacing Ltd. No site visit to assess any remedial repairs covered under 
the warranty will be made without photographic evidence. 

 The installer will charge a reasonable inspection fee to cover time and travel which is 
fully refundable should the deterioration be determined to have been caused by a 
defect in our workmanship. 
 
 
Exclusions and Limitations 

 Misuse - Damage caused by forceful impact, improper use, inappropriate traffic (i.e. 
Skip lorries or HGV's), mechanical damage.  

 Damage caused by point impact or loading such as motorbike stands, stiletto shoes, 
chair legs etc.  

 Reflective cracking from the base (e.g. concrete, expansion joint movement 
tarmac/asphalt) if Pro Resin Surfacing Ltd have not installed the base. 



 

 

 Damage caused by movement created by growth of tree roots, wheel tracking, 
failure of substrate, slippage, heave, deformation, subsidence / sinkage, dry steering 

 Misplacement of drainage i.e man hole levels 
 Damage as a result of fair wear and tear 
 Repairs caused by a third party i.e water company needing access to valves etc. 
 Failure to install on to a suitable substrate such as structural concrete or wearing 

course tarmac/asphalt to Pro Resin Surfacing Ltd’s specifications or other approved 
suitable substrate. 

 Colour change as a result of dirt retention or spillage/staining.  
 Naturally occurring materials can on occasions contain traces of iron pyrites, lignite 

and other natural defects, Pro Resin Surfacing Ltd will accept no responsibility for 
any naturally occurring defects. 

 Use for any purpose or by any traffic other than reasonable domestic use. 
 Damage not immediately reported to the installation contractor. 
 No imprints made from animal indentations or from any other source are covered 

under the warranty. The customer is fully responsible for safeguarding their surface 
once Pro Resin Surfacing Ltd have left site. Any requests for repairs will be 
chargeable. 

 This warranty does not extend to pre-existing bases or projects where the base has 
been installed by another company. 

 Our liability (except in the case of death or personal injury caused by us) under or in 
connection with this agreement, whether in contract, tort, negligence, breach of 
statutory duty or otherwise, shall not exceed the sum of materials supplied by Pro 
Resin Surfacing for this contract. 

 We shall not be liable in contract, tort, negligence, breach of statutory duty or 
otherwise for any loss, damage, costs or expenses of any nature whatsoever incurred 
or suffered by you or any other party of an indirect or consequential nature including 
without limitation any economic loss or other loss of turnover, profits, business or 
goodwill. 

 Force majeure – Pro Resin Surfacing Ltd shall not be liable for any failure or delay in 
performing our obligations under the Contract to the extent that such failure or 
delay is caused by a Force Majeure Event. A Force Majeure Event means any event 
beyond our reasonable control, which by its nature could not have been foreseen, 
or, if it could have been foreseen, was unavoidable, including strikes, lock-outs or 
other industrial disputes (whether involving its own workforce or a third party’s), 
failure of energy sources or transport network, acts of God, war, terrorism, riot, civil 
commotion, interference by civil or military authorities, national or international 
calamity, armed conflict, malicious damage, breakdown of plant or machinery, 
nuclear, chemical or biological contamination, sonic boom, explosions, collapse of 
building structures, fires, floods, storms, earthquakes, loss at sea, epidemics or 
similar events, natural disasters or extreme adverse weather conditions, or default 
of suppliers or subcontractors. 

 Guarantee is non-transferable 



 

 

MISUSE 
 
Careful consideration should be taken when handling any hard objects near or on resin 
bound surfacing. These include: gardening machinery, motorbike stands, car jacks, car parts 
and hard plant pots which could potentially cause damage if they are dropped on the resin 
bound or dragged across the surface. 

Resin bound surfacing can sometimes be marked by the crushing of individual pieces of 
gravel by exceptional point loading. This can include, but is not limited to, gravel trapped in 
tyre treads, especially in areas of high use. 

Care should also be taken if vehicle maintenance is being carried out on the resin bound. 
Wooden planks should always be used under car jacks in order to spread the load. The resin 
bound surface should always be protected from any grease, oil or spillages of petrol or 
solvents. The chemicals in the latter would soften a tarmac base. If there is a spillage, the 
surface should be washed down straight away with lots of water to try to dilute and wash 
away the chemicals. If the surface is still firm, it can be used. 

 

USES AND HEAVY OBJECTS  

Resin bound paving is designed for pedestrian use and light vehicle traffic. Driveways, car 
parks, and forecourts are all suitable uses for resin surfaces. Resin bound aggregates should 
be laid at a minimum 20mm depth for vehicles over 7.5 tonnes. Heavy goods vehicles 
shouldn’t park or manoeuvre on resin bound paving unless it has been allowed for in the 
thickness of the resin bound installation. Traffic from such heavy vehicles will be evident 
and invalidates any warranty. 

Skips and other heavy objects should not be dragged across the surface. For protection of 
the resin surface from such objects, wooden planks can be used to spread the load. 

Care should be taken with all metal objects on the surface of the resin bound. This includes 
objects such as car jacks, motorbikes and machinery. 

 

MAINTAINING RESIN 
BOUND GRAVEL 
 
The information given in this booklet is intended only as a guide in 
the care and maintenance of resin products, actual procedures 
should be developed by property owner/maintenance manager 
taking into account the particular circumstances applicable. Always trial any 



 

 

treatment on an unobtrusive area first to assess suitability. Pro Resin Surfacing Ltd assumes no 
responsibility for improper reliance upon or misuse of the information herein. Product design and 
specification are subject to change without further notice. Appropriate precautions should be taken 
when using chemicals and advice sought from the statutory authority for their correct disposal. 

 
Basics - Your resin bound surface should be regularly swept clean, removing leaves and detritus 
material.   
 
Weeds - Provided that any established weed growth has been removed before installation of the 
resin surfacing it is highly unlikely with regular cleaning that any new growth will be sustained. Any 
seedlings germinating in the surface can be removed easily be picking out by hand or by treating 
with a weed killer. Regular cleaning will also reduce any moss or algal growth. 
 
Contamination - If the surface has been contaminated with by grease, oil or gum etc it is best 
removed with the appropriate removal products.  
 
Any ingrained algal growth can be removed using an appropriate paving cleaner. The colour of the 
original resin bound surface can be restored by applying a strong bleach solution. The bleach 
solution should be applied in accordance with manufacturer’s guidelines and local environmental 
constraints. After application with the bleach the surface must be rinsed well with clean water or 
lightly jet washed. Please note that staining may occur from tanning if surfaces are not kept clean 
from leaf debris, twigs, conkers etc.  
 
Ice and Frost - Although our resin bound surface reduces the chance of ice and slippages, it is wise to 
still take precaution. White rock salt can be used on the surface of the resin to remove ice and frost. 
Salt traces should be removed once the adverse weather has subsided.  
 
Tyre Marks and Dry Steering – Like all surfaces, resin surfacing can be marked by tyre residue, 
bitumen or dirt/ dust tracked onto them from other surfaces as well as continuous parking of vehicle 
in the same place (mainly with new installs before the entire install has had traffic). Marking and 
damage can be significantly reduced by avoiding turning ‘on the spot’ (dry steering), and other 
manoeuvres that cause scuffing of the surface. Always make sure any vehicle is in motion whilst 
turning wheels. 
 
Periodic Cleaning - General cleaning of the surface can be carried out by cold pressure washing up to 
a maximum 150 bar rating to remove dirt and grime. The water should be applied using a fan type 
lance which should be kept 200mm above the installed resin bound surface. Care should be taken 
however to prevent damage to the surface with excessive water pressure.  
If the surfacing has been infilled the general procedure should be to contain any spillage on the 
surface and remove using an absorbent cloth or brush up when/if dry and then wet mop any 
residue. If the surface hasn't been infilled the procedure should be as for external surfaces but using 
the minimum of water and drying off immediately using a vacuum washer or absorbent cloths. 
 
Brake Fluid - Brake fluid is extremely corrosive to resin bound. In the event that brake fluid lands on 
the paving, it should be removed straight away with warm water. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
Below is a listed of recommended actions for various contaminations: 
 

Nature of contamination Action to be taken 
Acids:  

Weak - vinegar, patio cleaner 
Strong - block cleaner, 

etching fluids 

Weak - Immediately flush with cold water. 
Strong - Contain with (absorbent, dry sand, etc) if running into 

drains, and remove. Flush with cold water. 

Algae, Lichen, Moss Treat with proprietary, environmentally friendly, moss and algae 
cleaner in accordance with manufacturers recommendations. Do 
not use ferrous sulphate based moss cleaners due to potential for 

rust staining. 
Alkali: Weak - drain cleaner Weak - Immediately flush with cold water. 

Strong - Contain with (absorbent, dry sand, etc) if running into 
drains and remove. Flush with cold water. 

Beverages Flush away with cold water and light brushing. 
Bitumen/Tar Place absorbent cloth soaked in clean white spirit and then 

drained, onto the spill and dab with brush. Repeat with clean 
white spirit as necessary. Flush with household detergent and cold 
water. CARE SHOULD BE TAKEN NOT TO RUN WHITE SPIRIT INTO 

THE SURFACE as this will cause softening of an asphalt base if 
installed. 

Blood Flush away with cold water and light brushing. 
Burn/Scorch Marks Try scrubbing off light scorch marks. If more extensive or the 

aggregate is loosened contact Pro Resin Surfacing Ltd for 
replacement. 

Butter Remove excess with absorbent cloth and treat ingrained material 
with warm water and household detergent until flushed away. 

Cement/Mortar/ Concrete Uncured - Brush up excess and flush residue away with copious 
amounts of cold water and brushing.  

Cured - Carefully break up and scrape off as much material as 
possible without damaging the resin surface.  

If material is ingrained in the surface, scrape out between 
individual pieces of aggregate. Any residual material can be 

removed by carefully applying diluted, acid based, brick/patio 
cleaner solution (1:5) onto surface using a soaked but drained 

absorbent cloth. Dab with paintbrush. Leave for a minute or until 
reaction ceases, remove and flush with cold water. Repeat as 
necessary. Dried cement washings can be treated similarly. 

Chewing Gum Remove occasional lumps using a freezing spray and carefully 
chipping off surface. Remove more extensive staining by careful 
use of warm water (maximum 60C) power washing (fan shaped 
jet, minimum 200mm from surface). Do not scrub surface with 
hard brush attachments. The advice of a commercial cleaning 

contractor should be sought for regular cleaning. 
Chocolate/Sugary Sweets Flush away with cold water. If ingrained, use warm water and 

household detergent. 
Coal Dust/Soot Vacuum surface if possible. Flush away using cold water 

‘Cola’ Type Drinks Flush away with cold water and light brushing. 



 

 

Cream/Dairy Products Flush away with cold water and light brushing. Deodorise with 
mild disinfectant. 

Egg Flush away with warm water and light brushing 
Fruit Juice Flush away with warm water and light brushing. 

Faeces Treat with (absorbent, dry sand, etc) and remove. 
Flush area with cold water and mild disinfectant. 

Gravy/Sauces Flush away with warm water and household detergent 
Lubricating Oil If fresh treat with (absorbent, dry sand, etc) and remove. Flush 

any residue away with cold water and household detergent. If 
aged treat with household detergent and cold/warm water 

scrubbed into surface with a stiff brush. Repeat if necessary. If 
ingrained use proprietary de-greasing fluid (engine cleaning fluid). 

Mustard Flush away with warm water and household detergent 
Oils and Greases If recent spill place absorbent cloth or absorbent on surface. Apply 

household detergent onto the spill with a stiff brush and flush 
with warm water. Repeat until no trace of oil/grease remains. 

Paint (emulsion) If fresh flush away with cold water. If ingrained apply household 
detergent onto the spill with a stiff brush and flush with warm 

water. DO NOT use ‘paint strippers/removers’ as this will damage 
the resin. 

Paint (oil based) If fresh - place absorbent cloth, soaked in white spirit and then 
drained, onto spill and dab with brush. Repeat with clean white 

spirit as necessary. Flush with household detergent and cold 
water. CARE SHOULD BE TAKEN NOT TO RUN EXCESS WHITE 

SPIRIT INTO THE SURFACE as this will cause softening of an asphalt 
base. If aged - try power washing with mild detergent (fan shaped 

jet, minimum 200mm from surface). DO NOT use ‘paint 
strippers/removers’ as this will damage the resin. 

Petrol/Diesel/ Heating Oil Treat immediately with emergency spill containment pack 
(absorbent, dry sand, etc), if running into drains, and remove. 

Flush area with cold water and household detergent. Avoid using 
affected area. Allow time for residue to evaporate out and then 
assess any permanent damage to the resin and underlying base. 

Rust Stains Rust stains can be very difficult to remove and it may be that the 
best that can be achieved is a reduction in the intensity of the 

staining rather than complete removal which may result in 
damage to the resin. Application of lemon juice or vinegar may 

have some effect but if not successful a 5% solution of oxalic acid 
should be carefully applied to the surface of the resin using a 

soaked but drained absorbent cloth spread onto the area of the 
stain so that it is thoroughly wetted. This may be done by stippling 
the cloth with a stiff paintbrush to work it into the texture of the 
surface. Leave for twenty minutes, remove cloth and flush area 

with cold water. Repeat as necessary. 
Soil Remove excess using brush and shovel. Flush residue away with 

cold water and light brushing. 
Tyre Marks Wipe with cloth soaked with white spirit/turpentine. Flush with 

warm water and household detergent. 
Urine Flush area with cold water and mild disinfectant. 
Vomit Remove excess using brush and shovel and remove. Flush residue 

away with cold water and mild disinfectant. 



 

 

Weeds/Seedlings Treat with proprietary, systemic weed killer, in accordance with 
manufacturer's instructions. Do not use ferrous sulphate based 

product due to potential for rust staining. 
Wine Flush away with cold water. If stained, treat as for rust marks. 

 
Repairs after Damage - Should the surface become damaged we recommend that repairs are carried 
out as soon as possible but it should be noted that in nearly all cases that repairs will not be invisible. 
 
 Duty of Care - The information in this care document is provided as a guide to assist clients. Pro 
Resin Surfacing Ltd cannot accept responsibility for how these guidance notes are applied. The duty 
of care for maintaining the surface is that of the owner. 
 

 

Peterborough Improvements is a trading names of  
Pro Resin Surfacing Ltd 


